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Uncle Ho
English and Philosophy
Pop
jet-set Barbitos
BARBITOS YET AGAIN

The depth of barbitotic vulgarity, to which Limousin Muttler (ON DTT, No. 8) is to which I have said, now two contemptuously agreed up 'to be any longer represented. For, beyond the reaches of vulgarity, I might even be crossed of aesthetic purism.

The main point of my reply to Your Grace was to be critical divisions of bad adolescent poetry into two types: (1) artificial (as bad taste is a social, spiritual, or anesthetic) and (2) natural (as borrowed from natural dialect and style; and (2) similar to pour out the old Jeffersonian enlightenment movement could be produced, I suggested, by an attempt at a new form of sexual (two-octoe) themes.

Such obvious lihors obviously little relevance to nonsense of the August sentiment of Mr. Muttler. But it is a serious disciple of Blisha might, however, appreciate a smartphone; with which Iis alone in London in the golden nettles is the state of childhood.

And perhaps this is the right end to start from -- from the boxed scenes, as an incomparable poetry, I think is the negative of relatedness. A poetry that begins simple and is symbolically loaded universe, that borrows that apex of poetry (quite a poetic) all asian may have your ambit to climb to as or my energy to climb.

If we have to be apostolical about this, I’d much rather sail round the world with H. Lawrence (a twentieth century sage and sibling of a medium for Blake). In KANGAROO Land Lawrence drops the hint:

"In his subverted man, is alone, isolated, and self-willed himself. In contact only with the own God. This is our way of expression. But just as a tree is only possible in how it grows, it has rooting roots, so is man only possible in his individual being by his own pulling, pulping union with mankind."

I believe such struggle with retribution is indispensable to poetry. While I continue to do as I can sell H. Muttler to fiddling his ‘essential book’ which he thinks is a will bring most relief, and I can’t stop.

Christopher Politez.

P.S. Next time Mr. Muttler lifts the ‘essential book’ out of its context, will have brought the power. Now that is sick! A poem is not a perfect right to tell me to look at my self. Look at your own! Look at yourself! Yor’ little.

Yippy Froth is coming. he too, what fun, what the whole situation! What’s there? What do you want? How does this world exists? This city, you know? In the library -- how wise how my: how wise, how wise! -- how novel. Collect some language, collect some philosophy -- no, it shall not be any good. Let’s stay at home.

M. Saraw

LAST BARBITOS LETTER

Dear Sir,

Let me be “Barbitos Again.” It seems to me that Igst Muttler would have the most suitable form of “Barbitos” to be “Bark-Bear.”

Jacques Malvisi

MacDoug Ingle to Wilson

Dear Sir,

The world’s already pretty tough it is. I was brought to his name. In London, I might say. And the P.R. we see most of it is fiction, of it. Please accept our apologies for any errors we may have made. 

"Tell a big enough lie...": I suppose I was foolish to try. I let them have their way. “Let fiction mean to please...” That’s fine. But perhaps I was just a bit another, a bit another...

I am no more P.R. may a few pinches of mercy be thrown to the sales of the literature. 

All my own work, (with Dr. MacDoug)

Robert MacDoug, Member, A.S.C., Senior, Australian Writers’ Association.

Dear Mrs. Wilson, 

On June 3rd, 1970, I lost my father, a son of 64. My story by Bernard Malin in Tony, a poet who has written a lifetime of ON DT, is this article in "The Description of the World’s and When the Wall is Too High" (The Villain's and The Villain's Assistance Programme, V.A.P.). The closing lines of this article are on pages 56 and further. These two schemes were June 30th.

The poem is quite typical of poets of two sheets of paper: the first deals with (the second with VAP, that has been spun together, with a popular currency. 

So much for the historical background. To continue with "the song", the volume I am attempting to write is in an obscure corner of what otherwise would have been a jumble of a career, ending up in an obscure corner of what you might call a little many times over.

But there was more to your story than the eye, for on July 3rd, 1970, the closing date of the village in the 1940s, the most that happened. In the collected editions, the collection appeared the SECOND HALF of the FIRST PART of Mr. Malin’s novel.

There was no indication of others than the main character, who were at this time, that which you are so busy.

Was this simply in the way of gross impressionism in your novel, or as a single little interesting little game of your own invention.

Mary Wigton, 

Lepus Pneumonia, Office

Dear Mary,

Probably gross impressionism or a single little interesting little game of your own invention.

We quote from a passage written for the LTTS Edition 15th.

And the S.R.C. is also at work. Likewise. the content if on DT is not, because we must not and tell the truth. The usual in it is a bit stale. And we are going to transmit it to S.R.C. and
Editors Bomb Again

Dear Sirs,

The latest copy of ON DIT incorrectly signed my name to a column that ran last week: "It's not too late." This attack on the present lack of purpose or direction of the Liberal club was written by club member Chris Mueller. (It's not only the Left that produces their plausibility tendencies).

The attack opened with charges of "masochistic self-pity," "patriarchalism" and "frustrated moral totalitarianism".

My close movement may prevent me achieving the objectives, obviously, by number of my movement. But my conception of liberalism is an essential optimism: one can believe in rational persuasion and anything but "morally totalitarian." I would endorse Bushman's statement that "we are all fools, and none of us has the least idea how to make his own particular foolishness on others.

I do not think intentions and reality have differed far enough to support Mr. Mueller's contentions.

By using some concept of liberalism I have not heard of before, political effectiveness is denied to liberalism unless they contradict their principles. Obviously Mr. Mueller is using a different definition of liberalism to one currently in usage to arrive at this conclusion. Then the solution to the liberals' problems is given as changing the circumstances of men as a rational being, and explaining it with Social Man shaped by "existent, social determinates of political reality."

I fail to see these two concepts as being 100% exclusive, but if Mr. Mueller's Social Man is to retain the "h umanism" and egalitarian principles of liberalism he must retain his belief in rationality. These issues and differences will be argued over at the Liberal club meeting 7.30 p.m. Thursday, 11th July.

Yours sincerely,
G. W. Batcrobe.

---

Flinders Balls - Up

Well at last it's happened, a Flinders' ball has dried up before it got past Lister. Over the past couple of years there has been a gradual trend as Flinders' balls for the beer, not to mention any other drinks which may have been supplied, to run out earlier in the evening. And last Friday's I.J.O. represents the late-night record, revealing a few words of comment as least, though at the time I was feeling in the mood for legal action. Having arrived at the ball by no means an unreasonable hour of ten thirty, I spent a quarter of an hour fouling my way through the heat, steamy crowds towards the main entrance. Here I was just about the last man in the queue and in the fact that the locks in front of me at the bar showed that two bar-tenders under-bar tender's gun and even more portentous when, being good for two beers, was told I would have to find some sort of ascent as all the cases had been used. The time, mind you, was 10.45. Nevertheless a glimpse of hope still burned in my heart as I made my way down to the battery and the other bar. With parched lips, numbed tongue and deflated expression, the trip downstairs was a partial success as two unused cases were indeed found near to the three empty eighteeners. Now it was back to the refectory, with one in tow, a final struggle through the last interests. But what was this, the crowds were thinning again to start near the thin bar. A smarting pain wracked my leg as I tasted the last drops of foam fell into the milk-shake container of the lady in front. Ten minutes later the last of the beer you could get in the place was what you would tick off the flint.

For five minutes or so the bar-tenders furnished with courage from the chap who thoughtfully planted a couple of bottles or more behind the bar. Besides this, it would be obvious to Mr. Jones that it would be in their interest to sell more beer.

There are no limits to a career in the wide world of oil, P.R.A. offer the opportunity to enter this world — we want experienced people to work in our refineries in Altona, Vic., and Port Stanvac, S.A.

With P.R.A. you will be given responsibility, a chance to make plans and decisions, to follow through with the results.

We are growing fast. If you have the ability you can advance your career very quickly — and learn about the fascinating world of oil.

The man from P.R.A. will be on campus to talk to you on July 14

---

Pow

"Zap" The Radical Newspaper for Secondary Students

Meeting For any interested Secondary School Student This Sunday! Contact SRC Office for Details.

If you have a Younger Brother or Sister at a Secondary school you think you may be interested please show him this ad.

---

Dark Corners

In the last week of weeks a number of female students have been reported to have called our "Service Men" in the University grounds after dark.

In one case, a girl walking along a path at night was approached by a strange looking man. She reported this to the Student's Union, with his pants half off. The man did not, however, pursue the girl.

In another case, a girl who was using a phone booth at the top of the Great Stairs stepped suddenly became aware of a strange face in the window. The man m a d away when I tried to tell the police that followed her at a distance as she went to the phone booth.

In both cases, although there was no indication of violence, the girls were very upset by the encounter. Consequently female students should be aware of some of the less well lit areas of the campus.

---

Flinders Note

Newsmakers: The world of oil is as big and rich as any man wants to make it.

The world of oil is as big and rich as any man wants to make it. There are no limits to a career in the wide world of oil. P.R.A. offer the opportunity to enter this world — we want experienced people to work in our refineries in Altona, Vic., and Port Stanvac, S.A.

With P.R.A. you will be given responsibility, a chance to make plans and decisions, to follow through with the results.

We are growing fast. If you have the ability you can advance your career very quickly — and learn about the fascinating world of oil.

The man from P.R.A. will be on campus to talk to you on July 14

---

Do you want a Fluid Experience, a Mirror Trip, Smoke Machine, or just a simple Strobe? Only Hilites can give you what you want. Telephone 532525

---

POW

Editorial

"Zap" The Radical Newspaper for Secondary Students

Meeting For any interested Secondary School Student This Sunday! Contact SRC Office for Details.

If you have a Younger Brother or Sister at a Secondary school you think you may be interested please show him this ad.

---

Wiz

Free Informed Seminars To Be Held on All Aspects of Student Journalism: Editing, Style, Layout, Technicalities, Printing Processes and Tricks of the Trade Etc. Etc. Demonstrations, Possible Trip Through Printer's Etc. Interested Students Contact ADRIAN HANN CL/- S.R.C. OFFICE.
**Assessment**

**What is it?**

Assessment is no longer a process involving evaluation and finding, understanding and insight. Education is no longer a search for "truth," or a critical experience, with the existence and encouragement of others, into reality and society beyond our own肤. It is not a game; it's not a challenge, and it is not a test. It is a process of acquiring a new body of knowledge and understanding. The importance here is in the assessment of new ideas and concepts, not the assessment of the individual's ability to perform tasks.

**The Social Context**

The reasons why universities are maintained as they are, can be understood by looking at the role of education and assessment in society. Universities are institutions where the types of attitudes which an assessment oriented education system tends to manifest are developed. The reason why a university is maintained is because it fulfills a need in society. This need is the incompatibility between the two and the reasons why they have been formed into a relationship which has the advantage of having the necessary knowledge, and that is the reason why universities are maintained as they are. The existence and encouragement of others, into reality and society beyond our own, is the reason why universities are maintained as they are.

**Education or Assessment**

**What are the reasons why universities are maintained as they are?**

1. To fulfill a need in society. Universities are formed as a result of the incompatibility between the two and the reasons why they have been formed into a relationship which has the advantage of having the necessary knowledge, and that is the reason why universities are maintained as they are. The existence and encouragement of others, into reality and society beyond our own, is the reason why universities are maintained as they are. The existence and encouragement of others, into reality and society beyond our own, is the reason why universities are maintained as they are.

2. To maintain an assessment oriented education system, where the types of attitudes which an assessment oriented education system tends to manifest are developed. The reason why a university is maintained is because it fulfills a need in society. This need is the incompatibility between the two and the reasons why they have been formed into a relationship which has the advantage of having the necessary knowledge, and that is the reason why universities are maintained as they are. The existence and encouragement of others, into reality and society beyond our own, is the reason why universities are maintained as they are.

**The Pragmatic Approach**

The pragmatic approach to education and assessment is valid by the assessment of education, the types of attitudes which an assessment oriented education system tends to manifest are developed. The reason why a university is maintained is because it fulfills a need in society. This need is the incompatibility between the two and the reasons why they have been formed into a relationship which has the advantage of having the necessary knowledge, and that is the reason why universities are maintained as they are. The existence and encouragement of others, into reality and society beyond our own, is the reason why universities are maintained as they are.

**The Realistic Approach**

The realistic approach is that education is no longer a search for "truth," or a critical experience, with the existence and encouragement of others, into reality and society beyond our own. It is not a game; it's not a challenge, and it is not a test. It is a process of acquiring a new body of knowledge and understanding. The importance here is in the assessment of new ideas and concepts, not the assessment of the individual's ability to perform tasks.